Guest Editorial Trading Rate for Delay at the Application and Transport Layers
O UR ultimate aim in organizing this issue was to assemble a representative sample from the diverse collection of viewpoints and approaches regarding the relationship between rate and delay in reliable network communication. Multiple research communities study the relationship between these two metrics, defining and modeling them in related, but disparate ways, and trading between them by utilizing different control variables.
Techniques for studying rate and delay in networks can broadly be classified into two categories based upon the tool they use to trade between these metrics. A first group of techniques control the relationship between rate and delay through the scheduling of packets, while a second group of techniques control this relationship by encoding the information contained in these packets. These groups may be further divided based upon whether this scheduling or coding is controlled only by the application at the source and destinations (dubbed "application centric") or if additional scheduling or coding is done at intermediate nodes along the network paths (dubbed "network centric"). These two considerations form two independent axes along which the articles in this issue may be categorized as indicated in Table I .
Representing those techniques which trade rate for delay using scheduling at the application layer, [1] shows that traffic pacing, the intentional delayed transmission of packets at a source, can be an effective means of controlling rate and delay in a network. Also within this category, [2] studies the relationship between buffer size and chunk erasure probability in live peer to peer streaming as a function of chunk selection policy. Another article aims to adapt TCP [3] to trade rate for delay by adapting a utility function.
Those techniques which also consider scheduling control at intermediate network nodes, associated with the bottom left corner of Table I , involve network efficiency, resource allocation, and congestion control considerations beyond trading rate for delay in a single packet flow. Several focus on angling network utility maximization dual algorithm congestion control techniques to include delay considerations [4] , [5] and other considerations for streaming video [6] and realtime traffic [7] . [8] studies how to allocate transmission rate resources among two users in a Gaussian multiple access channel to trade network sum rate for the delays the users experience. [9] considers the performance, deployment, and security properties of network scheduling that differentiates users on the basis of whether they would like a high rate or a application centric network centric scheduling [1] , [2] , [3] [4], [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] coding [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] [16], [17] , [18] , [19] low queueing delay. Finally, [10] utilizes a network calculus approach to study the effect of classes of link scheduling algorithms on end to end delay. Moving on to approaches which allow the encoding of packet contents, but only at the source, [11] considers the effect of both traffic pacing and forward error correction maximum distance separable codes on reliable transmission rate with deadlines. [12] considers the joint optimization of a source fountain encoder and multiple path selection to provide a high rate within a bounded delay. The work in [13] abstracts multiple independent network paths between the source and its destinations as burst erasure channels, and develops codes providing an erasure scalable reliable streaming rate at a certain delay.
Shifting to a peer to peer streaming context, where coding is still only done at the application layer at sources and destinations, [14] considers fundamental rate delay tradeoffs for peer to peer streaming systems which allow for the cross encoding of chunks, while [15] analyzes rate delay and reliability in such systems when random linear codes are utilized for chunk creation.
The field of network coding recognizes that if intermediate nodes in the network are allowed to encode and combine traffic, as in the bottom right corner of Table I , the rates at which reliable network communication can occur can be increased. While much is known about the rate benefits of network coding, the relationship between these rates, buffer sizes, and other delays are to a significant extent still being worked out. Attempts to understand these relationships in this issue include [16] which shows that random linear network coding has a multicast average queue backlog which is order optimal, and [17] which takes a brute force approach to analyzing the decoding delay of random linear network coding. [18] attempts to match wireless network coding to delay constraints of real-time and streaming traffic by incorporating immediate decodability requirements. [19] studies rate adaptation of random linear network codes in multipath wireless relaying, achieving delay constrained communication at rates comparable to network flooding with bandwidth efficiency comparable to single-path routing.
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